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Scattering 

  Structural correlations  in disordered systems affect wave transport



  

Scattering 
  Structural correlations  in disordered systems affect wave transport



  

Scattering 
New materials



  

 Scattering 

Whenever the wavelegth (any wave) matches peaks in the 
structure factor, transport is altered. As noticed by Ashcroft 
& Lekner.



  

 Scattering 

Whenever the wavelegth (any wave) matches peaks in the 
radial distribution function, transport is altered. It is similar 
to matching Bragg conditions.



  

Excitation 

Fast non-radiative 
decays

Fast non-radiative 
decays

Fluorescent emission
                  transition dipole  p=pu 

Sublevels

Sublevels

Fluorescence: spontaneous decay

Emission



  

Probability of spontaneous decay

= decay rate

The electromagnetic Green tensor determines decay rates 

Fluorescence: spontaneous decay



  

In vacuum:

What happens if there is any object?  scattering and absorption

Green tensor: Field created by a point dipole



  

Decay rates and scattering

Total decay rate

The emitted light can be either radiated  out of the system or absorbed 

Power (classical)

Decay rate (quantum)

Total Green’s tensor:

~  LDOS



  

Example: Emission in front of a mirror

Drexhage (1966):  fluorescence lifetime of Europium ions depends
   on source position relative to a silver mirror ( =612 nm)

Silver mirror

Spacer thickness d

Europium ions



  

Why emission in random media?

Single emitter emission  dynamics measurements are usually 
extremely  difficult for experimentalists

Often limited reproducibility

Lot of spureous effects

Longer set-up times

Samples difficult to prepare (avoid bleaching, good quantum yield,...)

Difficult to calibrate (backgroud subtraction...)

Even more difficult if statistics of lifetimes has to be measured



  

Why emission in random media?
In random media (and many others) it provides with a lot more 
information and different physics.

 For instance intensity correlations in random media:

C1,C2,C3 correlations are universal

C0 correlations are NOT universal and are equivalent to LDOS fluctuations.
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Why emission in random media?
In random media (and many others) it provides with a lot more 
information and different physics.

  Fluorescence lifetime of single emitters immersed in a system, carry 
information about the structure surrounding the emitter (Purcell effect).

 Local (Near field)

 +
 

Long range (Effective medium + Correlations)



  

Emission measurements

Correlations:



  

 Emission measurements
Near field scattering & absorption:

Long tail distributions dominated 
by scattering in the near field.



  

 Emission measurements

Near field scattering & absorption:



  

 Emission measurements

Near field scattering & absorption:

Absorption in diluted disordered system controls the width of the 
lifetime fluctuations.



  

 Emission measurements

Correlated systems in 2D undergoing a phase transition
Attend Manuel Marqués' talk in this session !

From monomodal to multimodal decay rates distributions.



  

Some conclusions

●Structural correlations play an essential role both in light transport 
and emission.

●Scattering and absorption in the near field also plays an important 
role in light emission dynamics.



  

In the remaining minutes...

●Model system of interacting particles undergoing phase 
transitions.

●Isochoric solid-liquid  phase transition.

●Coupled dipole model.

●Predictions on the statistics of light transport.

●Predictions on the statistics of light emission.

●Conclusions.

Extreme case: a system undergoing structural “changes” with no effects 
on the light transport statistics but effects on emission dynamics



  

Our system
 Lennard-Jones fluid.
 Tightly confined geometry at constant volume.
 Crystalline densities.



  

Specific heat at constant volume
  First order phase transition.



  

Correlation functions at different T

Solid-like

Solid-Liquid?

Liquid-like



  

Self-diffusion constants



  

Energy vs. Temperature
Solid-liquid 1st order transition



  

Energy vs. Temperature
Phase coexistence or phase switching?



  

Energy vs. Temperature
Phase coexistence or phase switching?

Phase switching



  

Correlation functions in the 
switching regime

g(r) barely differ from solid-phase 
to liquid-phase when the system 
switches at a given temperature.

Diffusion coefficients vary 
by a factor 3 from solid to 
liquid. 



One approach to the problem: Coupled dipole model
or the indignity of numerics

= set of (coupled) point  dipoles

The exciting field of each dipole is created by the source 
and the remaining dipoles. 
     Coupled dipole system... Once solved:
The Green tensor of the system is obtained exactly

Emitter

Induced dipoles



  

The idea:

Matter is comprised of small polarizable particles (e.g. atoms)

The “microscopic” approach

Induced dipole
Polarizability

Exciting field

It is assumed:



  

Field created by a point dipole

      Dipole

Green’s tensor



  

Many dipoles: Exciting field on a given dipole

Field created by other dipoles

Incoming field



  

Many dipoles: Exciting field on a given dipole

Field created by remaining dipoles

Incoming field



  

Many dipoles: Exciting field on a given dipole

Exciting fields are linearly coupled: coupled dipoles



  

What about the polarizability?

In principle α can be a tensor, depends on the frequency and must 

full-fill energy conservation requirements.

For non  absorbing particles:



  

Some examples:

Two level systems:

Spherical or cubic dielectric particle of volume V:



  

On resonance: 
        maximum scattering cross section (and no absorption) 

α=6πik-3



  

Light scattering 
Scattering efficiency can not be distinguished 
from liquid phase to solid phase.



  

Light emission
 We consider the emission decay rates 

of a single emitter.
 At “zero temperature” the emission 

spectrum presents sharp features.



  

Decay rate statistics in the phase 
switching region. At different 
emission frequencies.

Light emission

Bimodal distributions 
of the decay rate



  

Light emission
The difference can be attributed to near 
field efects: radial distribution function

solid
liquid

Pure solid
solid liquid

Pure liquid



  

Conclusions
●Optical measurements give information about structural 
phase transitions.

●Under some circumstance phase switching happens.

●In the phase switching region, light scattering is not able to 
discriminate among both phases.

●Light emission dynamics statistics is sensible to changes in 
the diffusivity of  the surrounding particles and hence able to 
discriminate among both phases.
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